HAM03

Hamburg
How to Find Us

Address

Parking at the Grand Elysee Hotel

SAP Deutschland AG & Co. KG
Tesdorpfstraße 8
20148 Hamburg

•• Parking is available on a first-come, first-served basis;
there are no reserved or predefined parking spots. There
is direct access to the hotel lobby and to Tesdorpfstraße
from the parking garage.
•• Please speak to the hotel receptionist if you would like
to park long-term for the duration of your course.
•• Simply present your SAP course confirmation and the
receptionist will validate your parking chip so that you
can exit the garage free of charge.

From the direction of Hannover (A7): Change to the A1
(direction Hamburg) at the Horst junction. Continue to
follow the signs for Hamburg Centrum.
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Arriving by Bus or Train
•• From the Hamburg main train station, take the S-Bahn line
S21, S31, or S11 until the Dammtor station. (Travel time is
approximately 15 minutes.)
•• Bus 109 (direction Hamburg Innenstadt) stops at the
Fontenay bus stop.
•• Buses 4 and 5 stop at the Dammtor station.
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From the direction of Flensburg (A7): Take the A7 (direction
Hamburg/Kiel), turn off at exit 24 Hamburg-Schnelsen, and
follow the signs to Hamburg Centrum.
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From the direction of Berlin (A24): Change to the A1 (direction
Bremen/Hannover) at the HH-Ost junction. Follow the A1 until
the HH-Süd junction, then change to the A255 (direction
HH-Centrum).
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Arriving by Car
From the direction of Bremen (A1/Hamburg): Continue to
follow the signs for Hamburg Centrum.
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TRAVEL DIRECTIONS
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Stephansplatz Esplanade

From Hamburg Airport: Take the S-Bahn line S1 to Ohlsdorf
station. From Ohlsdorf station, take S-Bahn line S11 (direction
Altona) and get off at the Dammtor (Messe/CCH) station.
(Travel time is approximately 42 minutes, including a 7-minute
walk from Dammtor station to Tesdorpfstraße).
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Arriving by Plane
From Hamburg Airport: Take the S-Bahn line S1 to Ohlsdorf
station. From Ohlsdorf station, take subway line U1 toward
Ohlstedt and get off at the Stephansplatz (Oper/CCH) station.
From the Stephansplatz subway station, take bus 109
(direction Alsterdorf) to the Fontenay bus stop. (Travel time
is approximately 45 minutes, including a 4-minute walk from
the Fontenay bus stop to Tesdorpfstraße).

